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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, Bayesian methods for estimating unknown parameters 
became considerably popular in applied fields, including Bayesian 
reliability analysis [ 11. 
On the other hand, it has elapsed more than 200 years since the dis- 
covery of the following relationship by the French naturalist Buffon in 
1773, and the Buffon’s needle problems became more and more important 
in recent years [2]. 
The fundamental Buffon’s needle problem is the following. 
211 p=-- (15 a), ax (1.1) 
where p is the probability of a needle of length I randomly thrown on the 
floor, with equally spaced parallel straight lines with width a, crossing one 
such set of lines. Thus, the probability of crossing is related with circular 
constant 7r. 
In this paper, we consider some Bayesian methods for estimating the 
value of R by small sample size of independent Buffon’s needle experiments, 
assuming certain prior distributions for the fixed constant 7~. 
Then later on, we consider the inverse problem of estimating the length 1 
or a, using the true value of 7t conversely. 
Though n is a fixed constant of course, still it is reasonable to assume 7~ 
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is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval rcL 5 7c 5 rc,,. 
following the notion of “subjective probability.” 
Let us denote this distribution by g(n) and we use g(n) as our prior dis- 
tribution to feed into Bayes theorem in order to derive the posterior dis- 
tribution g(n]k), after we observed k times of crossing among n times of 
independent Buffon’s needle trials. Then, we derive Bayesian point 
estimators for estimating the value of x or the crossing probabilityp, or 
conversely we estimate the length 1 or width a, using the true value of rc. 
We list some examples to show how useful these Bayes estimators are for 
estimating unknown constants mentioned above, with only small sample 
size of trials and we show how these Bayesian estimators are superior to 
the classical maximum likelihood estimates. 
2. THE NOTION AND IMPORTANCE OF SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY 
IN OUR HUMAN SOCIETY 
In this chapter, let us add some remarks related with the notion of “sub- 
jective probability.” By “subjective probability” we mean one’s degree of 
belief or the strength of conviction in one’s mind that a given proposition A 
is true. Actually, if Proposition A is believed to be true in one’s mind, then 
the subjective probability Pr{ A } = 1 for the person. 
On the contrary, if Proposition A is believed to be false in one’s mind, 
Pr { A } = 0 for the person. Instead of these two extreme cases, all the inter- 
mediate degree of belief between true and false, is expressed by a number in 
[0, 11, i.e., 05 Pr{Proposition A is true} 2 1. 
Thus, by dint of this notion of “subjective probability,” it became 
reasonable to consider the following probabilities, e.g., Pr (3.1 5 rr 5 3.18 j, 
Pr{ Ic is around 3.11, Pr {Mr. A will pass the examination ), Pr( Mr. B is 
suffering from glaucoma), Pr{ Mr. C is suffering from D, u D,),, etc. Note 
that subjective probability still obeys the mathematical axioms of 
probability theory likewise the probability of frequency notion does obey 
the axioms of probability theory. Therefore, the notion of subjective 
probability is considered to be the key cornerstone of Bayesian inferences. 
Incidentally, the author remembers the manuscript of the late Richard 
Bellman in which he described as follows: i.e., “But we cannot leave 
decision-making to computers alone, particularly where people are 
involved. Decision-making concerning people must be done by people. This 
decision-making will use computers, but the final decision must be made by 
human mind.” 
On the other hand, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic theory made a 
remarkable development so far, due to Zadeh. This fuzzy mathematics is 
nice and certainly very important for our human society. 
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Though, the present author considers simultaneously that there would be 
certain interface between the notion of fuzzy mathematics and the notion of 
subjective probability related with Bayesian inferences, for future develop- 
ment. 
3. THE FIRST APPROACH FOR OBTAINING BAYESIAN POINT ESTIMATOR OF TT 
To begin with, let us observe how laborious it is to obtain precise 
estimates of 71, e.g., 3.14 by the classical maximum likelihood estimator, 
using the relationship ( 1.1). 
In fact, the ML estimate tiML of rc is obtainable using ( 1.1) since the ML 
estimate fiML of the crossing probability b is @ML = k/n, where n is the num- 
ber of our trials of dropping the Buffon’s needle and k is the number of 
crossings of the needle with one of the set of parallel lines. It is obvious that 
aML is the minimum variance unbiased estimator of probabilityp and 
Var($,,) =p( 1 -p)/n, and then 
1 
~ML=WAJfT where K = 21/a. 
Then, the following relations are also obvious. 
(3.1) 
var(~)=var~~)=~~=~~-l). (3.2) 
Now, if cp b l/n and $ = l/72,, for notational simplification and then con- 
sider the following relations 
1 1 - 
it is known tiML is asymptotically unbiased, i.e., 
E{f&} --t 7c as n-co, 
and also it is derived from (3.2) that 
, (3.3) 
when n becomes large. 
Since 1= 26.5 (mm) and a = 30.0 (mm) in our case [6], K= 21/a = 
1.766666 and 
Var(lZ,,)z 
7.681118 
n (3.4) 
Though, if I is chosen to be equal to a, Var(ti,,) becomes the minimum 
and it is approximately equal to 56335339/n. 
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Now, let us come back to our case (3.4). If we put our sample size n to 
be one million, i.e., n = 1,000,000, we have the following results: 
Var(S,,) z 0.000007681, 
(~(ti~~)zO.O0277. 
But. if n = 100,000, 
a(fi,,)z0.0087642, 
a(tit,,)=0.087642 if tz = 1000. 
Thus, it is observable that more than one million of sample size is 
required in order to obtain estimates of 7~ up to the second decimal point. 
i.e., up to 3.14 precisely, by the classical ML estimator, using (I. 1 j. 
Now, let us explain the first approach of the present author. To start 
with, we assume that the circular constant 7~ is itself a random variable. 
uniformly distributed in the interval rrL 5 7~ 5 TC,,. i e., pdf of 71 is 
g(n)=--& Ic7r,.8,,(Jc). 
u L 
Then, suppose we have observed k times crossing of our Buffon’s needle 
out of our )I times trials. 
Then, by Bayes theorem, the posterior distribution of r.v. n is given by 
the following pdf. 
(K/7#( I - K/?-c)” k g(n) 
g(a’k)=J:; (K/nF( 1 -Kh)fl kgi7c) dn’ 
(3.6) 
where R(X) is the prior pdf given by (3.5). 
Thus. our Bayesian point estimator of 71 is obtained as follows for a 
squared-error loss function, i.e.. 
(3.7) 
By putting Kin = t, this estimator il; is rewritten as follows and thus can 
be denoted by the incomplete Beta-functions, namely. 
=&z-l IP”(k-2,n-k+1)-IP,(k--2,n-k+1) 
li-2’ Jk- l,n-k-t 1)-Z,,(k- I.i?-k-t 1)’ 
(3.8) 
where pL=K/~,, and pu=KircL, and I,(cc, b) is the incomplete Beta- 
function. From now on in this paper we call 77; the Bayesian point 
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estimator of n by rheJirst approach. And the author would like to list two 
examples of applying ii; estimator. 
EXAMPLE 1. In case of I= 26.5 mm and a = 30.0 mm, we observed 
k = 30 crossing times among n = 50 times independent trials by our Buf- 
fon’s needle experiments. k = 2//a = 1.76666... in this case. 
Now, if we assume 7cL = 3 and 7c, = 8($- 1) = 3.313708... in our prior 
g(x), 7tML = 2.9444 and thus ML estimate of IC is obviously disappointing. 
Though, if we apply our Bayesian point estimator iib’l for this case, we 
obtain from (3.8) 
49 jib’]=Kx-x &.,,(28, 21) - &,.&28, 21) 
28 1,.,,(29,21) - 1,.,,,(29,21) 
3.091666 
0.5981656 -0.2910715 
= x = 
0.5507454 - 0.2487065 
3.14341 + 3.14. 
Here, the values of incomplete Beta functions were calculated by the 
Tables of Incomplete Beta Functions due to Pearson [I]. It seems that 
fib’] offers us a remarkable improvement for estimating 7c with such a small 
sample size n = 50, far superior to the classical maximum likelihood 
. estimator 7rML. 
EXAMPLE 2. One more example with the same n = 50, but the case 
when k turned out to be 28. Moreover, we assume 7cr = 3.10 and n, = 3.18 
for our prior in (3.5). In this case, P, + 0.556 and P,, + 0.57. And 
1 rcMLL =3.1547619, though, we have 
%[,, _ Kxz x &.,,(26.23) -&s&26,23) 
B - 26 1,.,,(27, 23) - 1,.~~~(27, 3)
3.3294872 
0.7076205 - 0.6363210 
= x = 
0.6619071-0.5863920 
3.3294872 x 0.9441754 
= 3.1436199 + 3.14. 
Remark. We are able to compute Var(n 1 k) and the minimum Bayes 
risk r(g) with our prior g(n), i.e., 
r(g) = Const. E,[Var{nl k}] associated with iib’l, but we would not be 
concerned with, in this section (The above constant is usually set = 1.) 
4. THESECOND APPROACH FOR OBTAINING BAYESIAN POINT ESTIMATOROF IC 
Different from our first approach proposed in the foregoing chapter, we 
propose the second approach for obtaining Bayesian point estimators for 
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estimating p and IC, assuming Beta distribution B(a, j?) with parameters .Q 
and j3 as our prior distribution of the crossing probability to start. Namely, 
our prior distribution of p is assumed by the following pdf with c( >O. 
P>O, 
1 
g(P)=- 
B(CG PIP 
r-‘(l -PI”. ’ I,,, I,(P). 
It is well known that the moments of this distribution are p: = B(CI + r, /)I, 
B( CC, /I), and the mean and variance are cc/( CI + /I?) and c$/( x + b)‘( d + /I + 1 ). 
respectively. Then, how to assume the values of parameters il and /I is our 
problem to consider, so that (4.1) can be reasonable prior for us for obtain- 
ing useful Bayes point estimators of p and 7~. 
For this purpose, we assume the same type of uniform distribution for n 
described in (3.5) and we try to choose rrL and rc,, sufficiently close so that 
the variance of g(p) is sufficiently small, and presumably the mean is 
around 0.5, hopefully 0.56. 
Keeping these wishful thoughts in mind, we invert the uniform dis- 
tribution on II axis into p axis by the change of variables by relationship 
(1.1). Thus. we obtain pdf of p, g*(P)=g(n)lcln,!dpI to be 
g*(p)=~.1,I,,,.,,;,,(p). 
Pu-PL P2 
(4.2) 
where 
PL=$ and I, . p =A- 
u ZL 
Now, it is easy to derive the mean and variance of the transformed dis- 
tribution g*(p), to be 
mean: M- PLPU ,& 
Pu-PL PL 
variance: I’=p,p,, - M’. (4.3) 
Then, we proceed to obtain ji and p, by which means and the variances 
of g*(p) and g(p) are matched. Thus, by equating 
M=L and v= aB 
a+B (ix+jw(x+~+ 1)’ 
we obtain 
(4.4) 
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Furthermore, we assume our sampling distributionf(xiIp) to be the Ber- 
noulli process, i.e., 
f(x,IP)=P.“(l-p)‘~” (i = 1, 2,..., n) 
where Xi takes on 1 and 0 with probabilities p and q = 1 -p, respectively. 
Then, putting C;=, xi = k, our likelihood is given by 
(4.5 1 
and the marginal distribution is given by 
f(x) = 
T(cc+/?)f(a+k)r(/?+n-k) 
~(a)m)ua+p+n) . 
(4.6) 
Note that k is the sufficient static for estimating p and thus our Bayesian 
point estimator is completely determined by k. 
Finally, by Bayes theorem, our posterior distribution of p is obtained by 
g(plk)= 
qc?+fl+n,p (si+kl-I( 1 -p)l?+n-k’- I 
I-(cc+k)r@+n-K) (4.7) 
and thus, our Bayesian point estimator pa of p is obtained by E(p 1 k), 
using (4.7), for the squared-error loss function, as 
h=& (4.8) 
Also, our Bayesian point estimator iipl of rt is obtained by E((K/p) (k), as 
follows , using (4.7), 
iii21 = K 
t?+fl+n-1 
C+k-1 ’ 
where K = 21/a. 
Posterior variance Var (be/k) is also derived from (4.7) to be 
Var(pB 1 k) = 
@+k)@+n-k) 
(a+j7+“,‘(a+j7+“+ 1)’ 
And our Bayes minimum risk r(g) is given by 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
n f(a+k)T(lj+n-k) 
E {Var(P,lk)}=~~O B(a B)r(a+8+n) Var(Mk). (4.11) 
f(x) 3 
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Though. such a relationship as d = a= W&/2 does not hold in our case, it 
is known our Bayes risk r(g) is not constant and our Bayes estimator jjB of 
p given by (4.8) is not the minimax estimator. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose the case, k = 30, n = 50. If we assume nL = 3 and 
rr,, = 8(.i”2 - 1) = 3.313708..., preserving every other assumption as stated in 
this paper. we obtain the values of ci and B by (4.4) as follows: 
ji = 532.95 
fl=418.60 
Then, we obtain our Bayes estimates, iii’1 = K x (ii + fl+ 49):i(f? + 29) = 
3.146. and 
p,=&=O.56?. 
Therefore, as we have stated in our chapter of introduction, we can 
obtain an estimate of length I, knowing CI = 30 mm and, using the true 
value of 7~. This is an example of the estimates for our inverse problem. In 
this example. we obtain I=ij. CI. q2 = 26.49 mm. Note that Ti.,,r = 
Kt0.60 + 2.944, in this case. 
EXAMPLE 4. Since we have observed a number of examples where CBaYe, 
turned out to be around 3.14, let us assume rcL = 3 and n, = 3.28; smaller 
than 3.31. Then, we obtain 2 = 657.86 and /I = 510.62. Assuming the case 
k=56 and n= 100. 
e-[,, _ - K x 657.86 + 10.62 5 + 99 
B- 657.86 + 55 
=3.1412 + 3.14, 
and 
- - 
pa =G= 0.5628. 
Var( pa 156) is also obtained by (4. IO), i.e.. Var( de / 56) = 0.0001948. Then. 
concerning our inverse problems, using the true value of rc. we obtain the 
following estimates: 7= 26.52 mm (a = 30.0 is known) and ii = 29.978 mm 
(I = 26.50 is known). Note that il,, = 3.155. 
EXAMPLE 5. Now, let us assume 7cL = 3.10 and 7c, = 3.18. Then, by 
(4.4) we have d + 8087 and fl + 6286. Now. let us consider the case 
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n = 10. Then, depending upon k, the number of crossing turned out among 
10 trials, we have the following Bayes point estimates. 
4 3.1406 0.5626 26.5 I 29.99 
5 3.1402 0.5626 26.51 29.99 
6 3.1399 0.5621 26.52 29.98 
7 3.1395 0.5628 26.52 29.98 
8 3.1391 0.5628 26.52 29.91 
Remark 1. In the above table, 7was obtained, knowing a = 30 mm, and 
a was obtained, knowing 1= 26.5 mm. 
Remark 2. Note that the maximum likelihood estimates of rr, i.e. 
tiML + 4.42 for (k=4), 3.53 (k= 5), ti,, + 2.94 (k= 6), 2.52 (k= 7), 2.21 
(k=8). 
6. SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
In this paper we offer some approaches for obtaining Bayes point 
estimators for estimating 7c and discuss related problems with our results by 
simulated Buffon’s needle experiments. But, these results are all based upon 
the original single grid system of parallel lines due to Buffon in 1773. 
Though, there have been developed much smarter methods for 
estimating rc, based upon the double grid systems due to Laplace originally 
and then, based upon Uspensky’s triple grid systems, i.e., triangular parallel 
lines, lying 60” angles to each other and having common width a; and 
throwing a needle of length Is a onto the respective grid systems, likewise 
the original Buffon’s single grid system. 
Based upon such systems, there have been considered a number of 
classical estimators, including maximum likelihood estimator, modified 
minimum chi-square estimator, and so on, comparing asymptotic efftcien- 
ties of such estimators for estimating 7~. These discussions are very clearly 
explained in the article by Perlman and Wichura [3]. It is very interesting 
to observe their statement concerning their results on estimating rc by 
simulated computer experiments. Therefore, the author would like to cite 
their statements, 
With the aid of a computer we simulated n = 10,000 throws of a needle of length 
I = d onto the triple grid. 
This provides as much information about the value of n as 3,750,OOO throws onto 
Buffon’s original single grid. 
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The observed data were N,= 32, N, =2429, Nz= 5864, N, = 1675. The 
estimators ?i,, 7i,, &,, ti,, ris, e9 each turned out to be either 3.1407 or 3.1408 with 
standard error 0.0013; rrIO = 3.1279 with standard error 0.011. 
These values are all consistent with the true value K = 3.1416.“[3] 
Therefore, the present author wishes to extend our Bayesian approaches 
for estimating the value of 71, based upon the original Buffon’s single grid 
system, to the modified methods based upon double and triple grid systems 
for the future development. 
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